**Rain dance**
A storm can provoke chimps in most groups to show off with a frenetic or rhythmic display.
WHERE
All sites (though unconfirmed at Assirik)
VARIATION
Before a storm Tai chimps perform a slow and often silent dance.

**Rock throwing**
Rocks are hurled, sometimes as weapons and other times as part of a display.
WHERE
All sites except Budongo and Goualougo
VARIATION
Mahale males tend to throw rocks into water as part of their displays.

**Hunting**
Across cultures, males do most of the hunting, catching monkeys and other small game with their bare hands.
WHERE
All sites except Goualougo
VARIATION
At Fongoli it’s mostly females and juveniles that sharpen sticks to stab at bush babies.

**Leaf clipping**
Chimps often bite off bits of leaves and spit them out to get each other’s attention or show anxiety.
WHERE
- Fongoli
- Bossou
- Kibale
- Mahale-K
- Mahale-M
- Tai
VARIATION
Mahale chimps also clip leaves during courtship, while at Fongoli and Tai, males usually clip leaves before a display. Fongoli females do it when they have hiccups.

**A-frame grooming**
Several groups hold hands over their heads while grooming.
WHERE
All sites except Bossou and Budongo
VARIATION
Mahale chimps grasp palms or wrists, with the dominant chimp’s wrist on top. At Gombe they hold branches instead. Fongoli chimps use both customs.